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1. Applications
The F701-20 Dust Monitor continuously monitors and records dust content in ambient air. It
is used in Environmental Monitoring Systems for the monitoring air pollution. The device contains a fully automatic sample gas extraction system. The sampled dust particles are collected on a filter paper and measured. The marking of the current sampling with date, time
and measurement value allow an additional laboratory analysis of the particle composition.
With these markings, particular influences under certain circumstances, such as accidents or
breakdowns at neighboring factories, can be traced. The system utilizes 4-20 mA outputs,
which allows the measuring results to be routed through a Data Acquisition System (DAS).
The system also uses a serial interface that can be used to control the system or for data
transfer, such as connecting a log printer through the serial port.

2. Description of Functions
2.1. Determining Dust Mass
The Beta Dust Meter measures the dust concentration in mg dust/cubic meters of gas
(damp) mg/m³. The sample gas is drawn through a glass fiber filter tape and the volumetric
flow of the gas is recorded by the system. The dust particles are then trapped on the filter
tape and radiometrically measured. The radiometric measurement is achieved using a Betaemitter (C-14) and a Geiger-Müller counter. The measuring principle of the determination of
dust mass is based on the fact that the beta radiation is weakened by the transmission
through matter. The intensity of the radiation is then measured after the transmission through
the clean filter tape. After the dust sampling, the intensity of the radiation is measured again.
the relationship between the two intensities is a measure of the thickness of the dust layer on
the filter tape, assuming that the dust is homogeneously distributed on the filter surface. This
provides a measure for the absolute dust mass at a constant cross-section of the covered
filter. The absolute dust mass divided by the quantity of gas captured gives the absolute dust
concentration. This radiometric measuring procedure an be universally applied to determine
the dust mass. It can deal with a great range of dust and gas without being distorted by any
chemical or physical properties.
When the dust distribution is homogenous, the dust mass m on the filter surface AF is within
m mg/cm2 of the linear equation:
ln (n0 / n) = (µ / ρ ) • d

(Equation 1) calculation of dust mass

where: d= m/AF in mg/cm² is the surface density of the
dust with a dust accumulation in mg onto
a constant surface in cm2
µ/ρ

in cm² /g is the mass reduction coefficient, which is practically independent
from the chemical composition of the
dust

µ

in cm-1 is the linear coefficient for the
weakening of the Beta radiation

ρ

in g/cm³ is the density of the absorption
material
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n0 and n the Beta particles electronically recorded
by the counter per minute as current
pulses without or with the surface dust
density d. The pulse rate is a measure of
the radiation intensity.

The mass reduction coefficient µ/ρ for the Beta radiation depends on the electron density of
the absorber and is proportional to the ratio Z/A.
where: Z
A

Periodic number
Mass number

In most dust, the ratio (Z/A)=0.45 to 0.5 is essentially constant. This means the Beta radiation reduction is practically independent of the chemical composition and the distribution of
nucleus sizes in the dust. The following table shows several sample elements and their (Z/A)
ratios:

Element

AL

C

Ca

Fe

K

Mg

Z/A

0,482

0,50

0,49

0,466

0,486

0,494

Element

Na

O

S

Si

Z/A

0,48

0,50

0,499

0,498

(Table 1) (Z/A)-ratio of several sample elements
Hydrogen is an exception to these values, where (Z/A)=1. However, the quantity of hydrogen
in dust is comparatively very low, so that its variation does not noticeably affect the measurements.
Where the filter surface coefficient (µ/ρ) is constant, the dust mass striking the filter A can be
determined from the radiation reduction using the following formula:
m = AF• (ρ/µ) • ln
(n0/n)

(Equation 2) mass = f(A, ρ/µ, ln (n0/n))

where: m
AF

Absolute dust mass in mg
Filter surface area in cm²

Since the mass absorption coefficient (µ/ρ) decreases with the reduction of the maximal Beta
energy, the mass determination becomes more sensitive as the energy from the Beta radiation decreases. This makes the carbon isotope C14 particularly suitable, since it has a halflife of T½ =5.370 years and a maximal energy Wmax=0.156 MeV. The pipe inlet is designed
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specifically to provide an even distribution of dust on the filter surfaces. The results of the
measurement are unaffected by a lack of homogenity of the dust particles themselves, radiation scattering effects, and uneven sensitivity of the Geiger-Müller counter’s window.
The dust concentration is the result of the absolute mass divided by the recorded volume:
c=m÷Q

(Equation 3) concentration = f(m,Q)
where: c
Q

Dust concentration mg/m³
Collected gas volume in m³/h

3. Design of the F701-20
3.1. Functional Overview of the F701-20
The F701 operation diagram shown in figure 1 illustrates the major components of the F70120 system. The measuring unit is compactly designed. Except the sampling probe itself and
the optional tube heating element, all components are contained in a single enclosure.

Fig. 1: Operation Diagram F701-20
The machine is controlled by a microcontroller board.
At the start of the standard measuring procedure, an clean section of filter is moved between
the C14 radiation source and the Geiger-Müller counter. The radiation intensity (0-rate) is
measured for 300 seconds. During this time, pulses from the Geiger-Müller counter are registered in the microcontroller. The filter adapter is subsequently opened and the filter tape is
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advanced until this section is in the sampling position. The filter adapter is then closed again
and the sampling procedure starts. The length of this procedure is determined by the programmed cycle time.
After taking the sample, the filter unit is opened again and the filter paper is moved back to
its original position under the counter tube. The filter unit closes and the radiation intensity
(m-rate) is again measured for 300 seconds. After the measurement is completed, these
counts are then put into the evaluation formula -(Equation 2) – (or the calibrated evaluation
polynomial). The dust concentration is then calculated with -(Equation 3)-.
After the measurement and evaluation is completed, the results have been calculated, the
filter paper printer (optional) will mark the measurements, date, and time next to the relevant
portion of the filter. The results of the measurement will also be shown on the display and
can be printed to an external printer as well, if desired.
There are mA output signals for the absolute mass and the dust concentration measurements. If desired, the device can also cover the measured dust samples with film to prevent
smearing and loss so the samples can later be examined in a laboratory.
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3.2. Device Dimensions
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Handle
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Fig. 2: Device Dimensions F701-20
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3.3. Measuring head types
Depending on the exact application, different sampling and measuring heads can be inserted
(Fig. 3). The TSP measuring head is used to collect and measure all types dust. The PM10
measuring head is used when the particle sizes are less than ≤ 10 µm. Finally, the PM2.5 is
used to evaluate dust particles ≤ 2,5 µm.

120

250

f701-07-001

410

250

102

250

TSP-Einlaß
TSPInlet

PM-2.5 Vorabscheider
PM-2.5 Inlet

Kondensatbehälter
Condensation
Container

PM-10 Vorabscheider
PM-10 Inlet

Fig. 3: Measurement Head Types

3.4. Tube Heating Unit (optional)
The sample tube heating unit may be recommended depending on the location of the device.
This option should be applied when the surrounding conditions may cause condensation at
the gas probe. The moisture that could arise binds dust particles to the tube walls before they
land on the filter paper. This will result in a lower, inaccurate measure of dust mass. If the
condensation is particularly strong, water droplets from the inside of the tube may land directly on the filter paper. This disrupts the drying effect of the filter heating and the additional
moisture on the filter surface gives a false reading.
The sampling tube heater can be installed as a preventative measure. A heating coil with
adjustable temperature is wrapped around the sampling tube to prevent condensation from
the air within. The length of the heating coil and its temperature depend on the location of the
unit and the design of the installation.
The following picture gives some details for installation the heating coil Pt100 and isolation
shell.
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250
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with strap

Power plug
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Fig. 4: Assembly instructions for heated sampling system
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4. Selection of the Measurement Area
The technical specification and requirements of the F-701-20 must be fulfilled when the system is installed. The standard model should not be installed outdoors, rather in work stations,
measurement stations or other suitable control rooms. Depending on the desired measurements, the sampling system can be placed indoors or outdoors to monitor breathing air.
Additional mounting pieces and ceiling mounts are available. The F-701-20 should be protected from moisture. The ambient temperature range lies between 0-30 0C. If the operating
conditions are more demanding (outdoors, wider temperature range, unsupervised operation), special optional accommodations are needed.
The F-701-20 can be used as a free-standing unit or mounted in a 19 inch box. In both
cases, the perpendicularly mounted sample tube must not encounter any obstructions or
turns between the top of the unit and the sampling point. Particularly when mounted in a 19inch box with multiple measurement devices, the F-701-20 should be mounted in the uppermost slot. Make sure that the heat transfer from within the unit is not disrupted during modifications or from sediment deposits. The ventilation slits in the floor and lid of the device
should always be kept open.
The measuring unit should be operated on a level base. The sampling head or measuring
head should be positioned away from other objects or structural features. Strong air currents
at the measuring location should also be avoided, so that the dust collection readings are not
inaccurate.
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5. Electrical Connections
On the rear side of the instrument are the connectors for power supply, for analog measuring
signals, for digital status signals, for temperature measurement inputs on the head and on
the sampling tube heater, for external recording devices and control systems.
In the figure - Fig. 5: Device Interface / mA Outputs/ Status Signal F701-20 (“Data”) - the
standard design is shown.
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Fig. 5: Device Interface / mA Outputs/ Status Signal F701-20 (“Data”)
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The 50-pin Sub-D plug is located on the back of the F-701-20 enclosure. A plug with the
same connection plan is also built into the control board and can be used the same way for
repairs. The individual signals have the following meanings:

Name

Function

Pin-No.

Unit ON

after „>Power-On-Check“, switch contact is closed

01, 04

Measuring Value present Switch contact is closed

07, 10

Zero Check, Reference Switch contact is closed

19, 22

Check or Referencefoil
Value present
Measurement

Range Occurs if the measured values are below or above the 03, 49

Error

concentration measuring ranges that have been set

Volume flow error

Occurs if the measured air volume falls outside the 06, 09
range from 950 to 1050 liters/hour for more than 30
sequential seconds. This is monitored during the suction procedure.

General Error “Fault”

“OR”-Connection in case an error is detected including: 12, 15
measurement range error, torn filter, volume flow error,
or vacuum error. The red LED on the front panel will
also light up when this occurs.

Filter Crack

Occurs when no filter paper is between the Beta- 18, 22
emitter and the Geiger-Müller tube and causes the
impulse rate to increase above the error limit of
>138000 impulses per minute. The check occurs after
the 0-and M-rate measurement and after the suction
procedure. The unit switches into stand-by mode. The
filter paper must be replaced. Filter crack will be deactivated automatically if impulse rate will be < 100000
pulses per minute.

Vacuum Error

Occurs if the vacuum switch measures to strong a 24, 27
vacuum (> -0,4 bar, relative). The check takes place
during the suction procedure.

Out 2

Voltage output 0…1V (Option)
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Current output 4…20 mA for the dust concentration in 41, 44
mg/m³ (standard). The measuring range parameters
can be adjusted from the service menu. It’s possible to
parameterize the output with other values (optional).

Measuring Value 1

Current output 4…20 mA for the dust concentration in 47, 50
mg/m³ (standard). The measuring range parameters
can be adjusted from the service menu. It’s possible to
parameterize the output with other values (optional).

IN0

Unused

02, 14

IN1

Unused

05, 14

IN2

Input for „Start the measurement cycle over the con- 08, 14
tact“. If this contact is to be used, this function has to
be parameterized on the instrument

In the figure − Fig. 6: RS232 Interface / serial connections between PC and F-701-20 (“PC”,
“Print”) − the I/O- connectors of serial interfaces for a PC and a Printer is shown (both connectors are equal).
1
6
Receive Data
RXD

2

Transmit Data
TXD

3

7

Request to Send
RTS

8

Clear to Send
CTS

4
9
5
f701-14-001

Signal Ground
GND

Fig. 6: RS232 Interface / serial connections between PC and F-701-20 (“PC”, “Print”)

It’s possible to connect a computer on the F-701-20 with an interface cable. The computer
has to contain the necessary communication software and the user is able now to read out
and evaluate the measured values, programmed parameters and error signals.”.
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In the following figure - Fig. 7:
Interface for
(“Temp”)(options) - the input connector is shown.

temperature

inputs

on

F-701-20

9-pol. Sub-D Buchse
9 pin Sub-D socket

PT 100 Messung der Umgebungsluft
PT 100 Measurement of Ambient Air
PT 100 Begleitheizung
PT 100 Heater

1
6
2
7
3
8
4
9
f701-13-003

5

Fig. 7: Interface for temperature inputs on F-701-20 (“Temp”)(options)
As option for the F-701-20 it’s possible to connect a Pt100 on pins 01, 06 for the measurement of the ambient temperature on the sampling head. The flow rate of the internal vacuum
pump will controlled dependent on the ambient temperature. The flow rate on the sampling
head is then 1 m³/h independent of the ambient temperature.
Another option is the sample inlet heater. The installation is necessary if the moisture concentration in the ambient air is very high. The temperature of a heat tape will controlled and
measured by a Pt100 on pins 02, 07. For installation see 13.7
Specification for heating
tape for sample probe (option)
For both measurement of the ambient temperature and the measurement of heat tape temperature please see picture Fig. 4: Assembly instructions for heated sampling system.
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6. Operating the F701-20
6.1. Using the display
The F701-20 is housed in a 19“ 6U frame with a display unit in the front panel. The 5“-display
provides a 107x57 mm negative blue viewing area. The surface of the panel is anti-glare and
scratch-resistant. The panel functions similar to a foil keyboard and can be finger or pen operated with a pressure of 150-200 g. The 701-20 is operated by means of the display unit
which is designed as touch panel keyboard.
Dependent on the displayed menu step, different keys are available on the display. Touching
the key pad will carry out the corresponding action. The different keys are described in the
following part of the manual by their symbol. The following general keys are available in the
lower part of most menus:

Toggling between Measuring, data display and service mode.
Go to a sub menu
Maintenance menu call-up
Parameter or data print

6.2.Power-On
After switching on mains a start screen is shown and the measuring mode is automatically
activated when the jumper J5 is in the (normal) open position. The measuring cycle is started
in case the start parameter has been set to automatic. Otherwise, the start function is performed as programmed. The 701-20 displays the Measuring menu.

6.3. Basic Functions
By means of the key
menus:

one can toggle during normal operation between the following

Measuring Mode:

Dust measuring and displaying the results, showing activities, performing service actions

Data Display Mode:

Displaying measured values in graphical or tabular form

Service Mode:

Display and modification of unit parameters

6.3.1. Measuring Mode
While in measuring display mode a sketch of the unit is shown on the display together with
the measured value and currently performed actions.
Possible actions are:
• Standby
• nth- Measuring
• Measuring
• Ref. Foil
• Reference
• Zerocheck
• Paper forw.
• Paper backw

Waiting for next cycle (see parameter ‘Start’)
Number of cycle when multiple sampling has been selected
Measuring cycle
Reference foil measuring
Reference measuring
Zero measuring
Filter tape transport forward
Filter tape transport backward
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Adapter opening
Adapter closing

Additional information of the current action is shown one line below, like start, open, close,
forward, backw., 0-rate, m-rate and volume.

will show besides date and time, the results of the GM counter, flow, amHitting the key
bient air temperature and pressure. The trailing asterisk is shown whenever a substitute
value has been used. All measured values are stored additionally in a data base. In case the
measuring start parameter has been set to manual, the key
is additionally available.

6.3.2. Data Display Mode
Display Measurements
Currently measured values are shown on
the display during Measuring Mode and are
stored in a data storage area which can
hold up to 1000 values. In the Data Display
Mode this data can be displayed either
graphically or in tabular form. Toggling is
performed by the key
.
Press the keys or to browse gradually
or use the keys
or
to go page by
page.
Newer values are to the right (top), older values to the left (bottom).
will cause a print-out
Pressing the key
of all stored data via the printer interface.
In front of date and time the following information is displayed:
Z

Zero point measuring

M

Measuring

R

Reference point measuring

F

Reference foil measuring

Following the time, the measured dust concentration, volume, error count and sample count
is shown.
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Display Messages
Pressing the key
once again will display the stored messages instead of the values. The
following messages are available:
• -----Power On---• Filter crack / Filter crack gone
• Fault GM Tube / GM Tube well
• Volume error / Volume error gone
• Adapter Temp flt / Adapter Temp well
• Air Temp fault / Air Temp well
• Heater Temp fault / Heater Temp well
• Adapter blocked / Adapter unblocked
• Range error
• Vacuum break off
• GM fault
• User Stop
• Change Battery
• Clear Measurement
• Clear Messages
• Program Error
• Watchdog

6.3.3. Service Mode
All Parameters can be displayed and can
be modified after password entry in the
Service Mode. Interim results can be displayed and service actions can be performed. The call-up of the Service Mode
does not interfere with the current measuring. When entering the Service Mode, the
last displayed parameter will be shown.
Browsing through the parameters is done
by the keys
and . The selected menu
item or parameter is marked by a leading arrow >. The key is used to branch to a sub
menu or to parameter entry. Sub menus are identified by a missing value on the right.
Parameters can only be changed after entering the correct password. Three different passwords are available:
Password1

for parameter modification

Password2

for performing service actions

Password3

for modification of output signals

Password1 is set to 1111.
30 minutes after the last password entry the admittance (the entered password) is automatically cleared.
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Parameter Modification
Using the keys
/
a parameter can be selected and can be called-up by the key . Either
a pick-list or a decimal keyboard is activated for selecting/entering the parameter value.
Some of the parameters are fixed and cannot be altered.
Pick-List
When a pick-list is activated, the leading
arrow has been changed to a trailing arrow
and the keys
/
can be used for selecting the parameter value. If the desired value
is shown it will be taken over and stored by
pressing the key . In case the data entry is
terminated using the key , the selected parameter remains unchanged.

Decimal keyboard
When entering data by using the decimal
keyboard the selected parameter is shown
inversely and overwritten by pressing a key.
When the value is fully entered the entry is
completed by pressing the key CR and the
new value will be stored. Numbers can be
individually cleared by pressing the key BS.
If all numbers are cleared and the key BS is
pressed again, the data entry is terminated
and the parameter remains unchanged.
Values entered using the decimal keyboard are validity checked. Invalid values are rejected
and an error message is shown together with the permitted data range. The originally stored
value remains unchanged. Any further key stroke returns to parameter display.

6.3.4. Parameter Menu
The parameter menu consists of the following sub menus:
• Password
Entering the Password
• Measurement
Display of measured/stored values
• Parameter
Display and entry of main parameters
• SubParameter Display and entry of sub parameters
• Adjust
Adjusting of input and output signals
• Interface
Setting the interface parameters
• Date/Time
Setting the clock
• Actions
Performing actions like erasure of stored data
• Service
Basic workshop functions, error locating
Frequently modified parameters are shown in the Parameter Menu, rarely used parameters
in the SubParameter Menu.
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Measurement
The following measured results can be shown:
• Adapter [C]
Adapter temperature
• Air [C]
Ambient air temperature
• Heater [C]
Probe tube heating
temperature
• Output 1 [mA]
The currently driven
mA signal for output
1 is shown
• Output 2 [mA]
The currently driven
mA signal for output
2 is shown
• 0-Rate
Last 0-rate measuring
• M-Rate
Last M-rate measuring
• Mass [µg]
Mass of last measuring cycle
• Volume [mV]
Raw analog input signal, as can be measured at the terminals
• Pressure [mA] Raw analog input signal, as can be measured at the terminals
The shown measured values cannot be altered.
Parameter
Frequently used parameters are combined in this menu item.
• Cycle Time
Definition of the sampling time, ½ up to 24 hours. A modified cycle time
will be considered when a new measuring cycle is started.
• SampleCount
Definition of multiple filter sampling, number of forward/backward cycles. Possible values are from 1 up to 10. When during the third sampling of a multiple sample the sample count will be reduced from 5 to 2,
the next measuring will take place on a new filter spot. In case the
sample count will be increased from 3 to 5, the forth and fifth sampling
will be performed on the same filter spot.
• Pressure [hPa] Substitute value for absolute pressure, used for calculating the standardized volume, if no external sensor is present. A modified value for
pressure will be used during the next calculation. Range is 900 to
1100.
• Repl.Air [C]
Substitute value for ambient air temperature, if no external sensor is
present. A modified value for Repl.Air will be used during the next calculation. Range is –20°C to +50°C.
• Start
Setting the cycle-start conditions:
Manual Run one measuring cycle using the manual start key
Auto
Automatic restarted (continuous cycles)
60 Min. Hourly started
30 Min. Half-hourly started
Relay Started by digital remote signal using input 3
Gesitec Started by remote Gesitec command
A modification of the start parameter will only be considered when being in the stand-by mode.
• FS Co µg/m3
Full scale of 20mA output concentration in µg/m3. A range modification
will immediately be taken into account. In case a range error occurs, an
increased full scale value will clear this error. Possible values are from
50µg/m3 up to 9999µg/m3.
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•

20mA Output1

•

20mA Output2

SubParameter
• Language
• Adapter [C]
•

FS Ref.[µg]

•

Integration

•

Steps forw.

•

Steps backw.

•

Heater [C]

Adjust
• Offset [ug]
•

Span

•

Span Volume

•

Air Off [°C]

•

Pressure Off

•

Pressure b

•

Pressure c
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Output 1 normally concentration using the full scale defined above, can
be set for testing purpose to other values to mass or 20mA as shown
for output2. Will be reset after power-on to concentration or will be
changed after next parameter modification.
Output 2 for different values. Selected value remains unchanged after
power-on until modified by parameter.
conc
Concentration, full scale as defined under FS Co µg/m3
mass
Mass, full scale 1000 µg
temper.
Air temperature (4/20mA = -20°C/+60°C)
pressu.
Absolute pressare (4/20mA = 900hPa/1300hPa)
volumen Volume flow (4/20mA = 0l/h / 1600l/h)
20 mA
Constant 20 mA signal

Choose a language: German, English
Adapter temperature in °C, sets the desired temperature for the filter
holder. With a bimetal switch, this can monitor a temperatures from
20°C up to 70°C. The factory default setting is 50°C.
Full scale of 20mA output concentration in µg/m3 when running reference value, used in next reference cycle or immediately used when
running a reference cycle. Range is 50 µg/m3 to 9999 µg/m3.
The factory default setting is 1000 µg/m3.
Number of values used for the floating interval.
The factory default setting is 1.
Allows for an exact adjustment of the forward filter transport and can
compensate for mechanical tolerances. The factory default setting is 36
mm = 1250 steps. A modified value will be taken into account when the
tape is moved next time. Range is 1000 to 1500.
Allows for an exact adjustment of the backward filter transport. The
factory default setting is 36 mm = 1250 steps. A modified value will be
taken into account when the tape is moved next time. Range is 1000 to
1500.
Set-point for (optional) sampling tube heater temperature in °C, immediately considered. Range is 20°C to 50°C. Factory default setting is
50°C.

Uses the equation y= x* Span+Offset, where x = measurement made
by the F701. The factory default setting is 0. Modified value used when
mass is calculated next time. Range is +/-500 ug.
Uses the equation y= x* Span+Offset, where x = measurement made
by the F701. The factory default setting is 1. Modified value used when
mass is calculated next time. Range is 0.1 to 10.
The volume signal is multiplied by the Span Volume correction factor,
immediately considered. Range is 0.9 .. 1.1. Factory default setting is 1
Offset value for air temperature correction. Factory default setting is 0.
Range is –10°C to 10°C.
Additional offset value for pressure correction, defined in hPa.
Factory default setting is 0. Range is –200 hPa to 200 hPa.
Pressure[hPa] = ‘Pressure b’ * mA + ‘Pressure c’ + ‘Pressure Off’
Pressure calculation using the above equation, factory default setting is
25. Range is 1 to 500.
See above, factory default setting is 800. Range is 100 to 1300.
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Interface
• Gesytec
• Gesytec No.
• PC
•

Parity

•

Print

•

Parity

Date/Time
• Hour
• Minute
• Day
• Month
• Year
• Set Time
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Gesytec (enable) or Debug (disable). Default setting is Gesytec.
Range is 0 to 999. Factory default setting is 123.
Setting of the serial interface #1. 1200bd to 19200bd.
Factory default setting is 1200bd.
Setting of the serial interface #1, ‘even 7’, ‘odd 7’ or ‘no 8’.
Factory default setting is ‘even 7’.
Setting of the serial printer interface. 1200bd to 19200bd.
Factory default setting is 9600bd.
Setting of the serial printer interface, ‘even 7’, ‘odd 7’ or ‘no 8’.
Factory default setting is ‘no 8’.

hour definition
minute definition
day definition
month definition
year definition
set time: Set RTC using hour … year data
no act.: no action, especially no clock setting

RTC will only be set when the set time function has been performed.
Actions
• Clear Memory
•
•
•
•

Reset!!: Clear all stored
measured values
Save: no action
Clear Messages Reset!!: Clear all stored
messages
Save: no action
NumberPrints
Sets the number of
messages
that
are
printed.
Print DB
Starts printout of the database.
PrintMessages Starts printout of the messages.
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Page 20
Special password, required for setting of calibration factors

•

ADC raw values Display of raw values of the analog/digital converters, 0…4095 range,
not calibrated, 4095/4092
indicate overflow of analog/digital converters.
Adapter:
Adapter temperature.
Heater:
Tube heating temperature,
Air:
Ambient air temperature,
Volume:
Volume flow, 0..4092
Pressure: Pressure, 0..4092

•

Inputs

Display of digital inputs. 0 = open
Adapt. Open:
End position switch:
Adapter opened
Adapt. Close:
End position switch:
Adapter closed
GM static:
normally open, sporadically (2-3 s) closed
Underpress:
Low pressure switch, will terminate measuring cycle, normally open
Input 1 unused
Input 2 unused
Input 3 Run measuring cycle remotely
Battery 1 = OK

•

Teach-In

As no pot’meters are
available,
fixed
measuring results are
provided (for instance
connecting
100
Ohms instead of a
PT100 temperature
sensor), read and
note down the shown
raw ADC value and
afterwards
run
Teach-In and enter the noted value as parameter. Values entered as
counts.
Adapter 100: Adapter temperature value of the A/D converter which
was previously read-in using a 100 Ohm resistor (corresponding to
0°C)
Adapter 120: Adapter temperature value of the A/D converter which
was previously read-in using a 120 Ohm resistor (corresponding to
52°C)
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Heater 100: Tube temperature value of the A/D converter which was
previously read-in using a 100 Ohm resistor (corresponding to 0°C)
Heater 120: Tube temperature value of the A/D converter which was
previously read-in using a 120 Ohm resistor (corresponding to 52°C)
Air 100 : Ambient air temperature value of the A/D converter which was
previously read-in using a 100 Ohm resistor (corresponding to 0°C)
Air 120: Ambient air temperature value of the A/D converter which was
previously read-in using a 120 Ohm resistor (corresponding to 52°C)
Vol-In 1 V:
Volume flow value of the A/D converter which was previously read-in using a 1 V signal
Vol-In 5 V:
Volume flow value of the A/D converter which was previously read-in using a 5 V signal
P-In 4 mA:
Absolute pressure value of the A/D converter which was
previously read-in using a 4 mA signal
P-In 20 mA: Absolute pressure value of the A/D converter which was
previously read-in using a 20 mA signal
4/20 mA Out1:
Setting the analog output 1: The F701 drives
roughly 20 mA (see parameter output definition 20 mA) and subsequently, a factor has to be calculated in order to achieve an exact 20
mA signal. Raw signal * factor = exactly 20 mA.
4/20 mA Out2:
Setting the analog output 2: The F701 drives
roughly 20 mA (see parameter output definition 20 mA) and subsequently, a factor has to be calculated in order to achieve an exact 20
mA signal. Raw signal * factor = exactly 20 mA.
i:
Number of values used for the floating interval.
Offset Serv.:
Additional offset, default 0
Span Serv.:
Additional span, default 1
M debounce:
Set to 10 to suppress messages shorter than one
minute (default). Set to 1 to get all messages (for testing only).

•
•
•
•

Serial No.
Q-Check
Ser.No.CPU
SW

Serial number of F701-20
Manufacturer identifier, to identify the worker who has checked the unit.
Serial board number
Software Version

6.4. Maintenance menu / mode
Pressing the maintenance key
activates the maintenance menu which allows to move
the filter tape or the adapter and to perform calibration actions.
•
Open the adapter
•
Close the adapter
•
Move filter tape forward
•
Move filter tape backward
•
Run reference cycle
•
Run zero cycle
•
Run reference foil cycle
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Pressing the desired key will not in every case start the corresponding action immediately. It
may be necessary to complete the current
action before running the new command.
While waiting for the completion of the current action the pressed key stays inverse.
Please note that a reference foil measuring
requires user activities.
Once a maintenance cycle has been started,
it can be cancelled by pressing the key
.
will shorten the current
Using the key
performed cycle down to at least 10 seconds and is also used to confirm insertion and removal of the foil for the reference foil cycle.
These pictures show the steps for the reference foil cycle.

6.5. Built-in Test Program
Caution: Please do not use this main board test other than board testing. Improper
use can damage the device. No external components like stepper motor, GM counter
adapter etc. should be connected.
When powering-on the unit with the jumper
J5 in the closed position, the built-in test
program is activated instead of the normal
measuring mode. While staying in this test
mode, no dust monitoring is being performed. The test mode can only be
switched off by setting the jumper J5 to the
open position and restart the unit (powering
off/on).
With this test program all functions of the
F701 can be activated or checked separately.

6.5.1. Dig.Out: Checking digital output
All available digital output signals can be
activated individually or together. Pushing
the corresponding key will actuate (close)
the output and the key will stay inverse.
Hitting the same key again will release the
output again and show the key in the normal mode.
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The following signals are available:
• SM P 1
Tape stepper motor phase 1
• SM P 2
Tape stepper motor phase 2
• SM P 3
Tape stepper motor phase 3
• SM P 4
Tape stepper motor phase 4
• SpanMot
Tape tightening motor
• HubMot1
Adapter motor 1
• HubMot2
Adapter motor 2
• Bypass1
Bypass motor 1
• Bypass2
Bypass motor 2
• Begleit
Probe heating
• VolPump
Volume pump
• Ad.Heiz
Adapter heating

6.5.2. Dig.In: Checking digital input
The current status of all digital inputs will be
shown in this menu. A leading “0” will show
an open contact, a “1” will be shown while the
contact is in the closed position. The following
signals are available
• Adapter closed (Adapter zu)
• Adapter opened (Adapter auf)
• Low pressure switch (Unterdruckschalter)
• Input 1 (Datenstecker Relay1)
• Input 2 (Datenstecker Relay2)
• Input 3 (Datenstecker Relay3)

6.5.3. 15mA: Checking analog output
Both analog outputs will be set to 15 mA
while in this test menu. Please note that
when leaving this menu, the analog outputs
will remain showing 15 mA.
The maximally allowable resistive load of
each output can be 500 Ohms.

6.5.4. An.In: Checking analog input
All analog input values are read-in using an
Analog/Digital Converter ADC. The counts
of these ADC are shown in different
ranges. The counts are show as four-digit
counts.
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Range 0…4095
• Adapter temperature (Adapter-Temp.)
• Heating tube temperature (Begleitheiz.-Temp.)
• Ambient air temperature (Luft-Temp.)
Range 0…1023
• Pressure sensor (Drucksensor)
• Adapter temperature (Adapter Temp). This signal is available twice (see above).
• Volume flow (Volumen Sonde)

6.5.5. Dauer: Continuous run test
While in this continuous run test, the analog
inputs will be shown one after the other as
analog output.
In case the two serial interfaces are not
connected by a Null-modem cabling, errors
will be shown.

6.5.6. GM Rohr: Continuous run test of GM counter
The GM Counter will be checked using
this menu. Pushing the key ‘GM Rohr’
more often will increase the measuring
time up to 600 seconds. Ten measuring
cycles are measured and averaged. All
subsequent measurements are compared
to the average value and classified. In
case all results are between 99.5 and
100.5 % of the average, ‘=100%’ is
shown. If values beyond or above occur
they are shown for instance as ‘<100% 0/0/0/0/0’. The shown zeros denote <99.5/<98.5/<97.5/<96.5/<95.5 % of the average value.

6.5.7. Relais: Checking the relay output
All available relay output signals can be
activated individually or together. Pushing
the corresponding key will actuate the
relay and the key will stay inverse. Hitting
the same key again will release the relay
again and show the key in the normal
mode.
The following signals are available:
• Relay 1 to 12 (Rel 1 to Rel 12)
• The green LED on the main PCB (LED gn)
• The red LED on the main PCB (LED rt)
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6.5.8. LoeschDB: Erase Database
Erases all data, so all stored values will be lost.

6.5.9. Setze DB: Create Database
Create random values for testing.

6.5.10. C, D, L
The remaining keys C, D, and L are currently not in use. Pressing the keys won’t cause any
action.
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6.6. Data logger (option)
This software version includes an additional data logger function. The instrument stores the
dust concentration value including date, time and status information. Maximum 1023 data
blocks (hour mean values of 40 days) will be stored. If the storage is full, the older values will
overwrite. The data memory is battery-buffered. Data will be kept if power supply failed. For
reading and downloading of data blocks please follow the next instructions:
The download function is implemented for the use with a terminal program like "Hyper Terminal", but you can use it also with a separate program (written by yourself). You can get
data from the F701-20 by the commands:
P<CR>

- Parameters

M<nnn><CR>

- Measure DB n-numbers

E<nnn><CR>

- Error and message n-numbers

<CR>

- Last measurement
- <CR> (carriage return character)

There are no differences between 'P' and 'p', M/m and E/e. If the F701-20 get an unknown
command it will send a short help text. The command string must be closed by a <CR>. If
you request more data sets (measure or messages) as stored in the memory you will get in
maximum the number of stored data sets.
The following file "Terminalprogram.txt" is an example for use of the download function. It's a
log file of the received data from the F701.
Before you get the requested data you will get an echo of the request (with additional character '>').
>H<CR>
Help Print Function:
P

- Parameters

M<nnn>

- Measure DB n-numbers

E<nnn>

- Error and Message n-numbers

<CR>

- Last Measurement

>m100<CR>
Measurement DB
Me : 09.04.2003 16:00 Co: 56ug/m3 Vo:
Me : 09.04.2003 17:00 Co: 74ug/m3 Vo:
Me : 09.04.2003 18:00 Co: 68ug/m3 Vo:
Re : 09.04.2003 19:08 Co: 648ug/m3 Vo:
Re : 09.04.2003 19:18 Co: 620ug/m3 Vo:
ZC : 09.04.2003 19:33 Co: 1ug/m3 Vo:
ZC : 09.04.2003 19:50 Co: 5ug/m3 Vo:
Fo : 09.04.2003 20:01 Co: 731ug/m3 Vo:
Fo : 09.04.2003 20:13 Co: 704ug/m3 Vo:
Me : 09.04.2003 21:00 Co: 191ug/m3 Vo:
Me : 09.04.2003 22:00 Co: 149ug/m3 Vo:
Me : 09.04.2003 23:00 Co: 122ug/m3 Vo:

800 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 1
883 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 2
883 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 3
0 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 0
0 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 0
0 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 0
0 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 0
0 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 0
0 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 0
799 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 1
883 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 2
883 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 3
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Me : 10.04.2003 00:00 Co: 107ug/m3 Vo:
Me : 10.04.2003 01:00 Co: 89ug/m3 Vo:
Me : 10.04.2003 02:00 Co: 78ug/m3 Vo:
Me : 10.04.2003 03:00 Co: 71ug/m3 Vo:
Me : 10.04.2003 04:00 Co: 63ug/m3 Vo:
Me : 10.04.2003 05:00 Co: 42ug/m3 Vo:
Me : 10.04.2003 06:00 Co: 34ug/m3 Vo:
Me : 10.04.2003 07:00 Co: 29ug/m3 Vo:
Me : 10.04.2003 08:00 Co: 32ug/m3 Vo:
Me : 10.04.2003 09:00 Co: 39ug/m3 Vo:

799 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 1
883 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 2
883 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 3
800 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 1
883 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 2
883 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 3
800 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 1
883 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 2
883 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 3
800 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 1

>m8<CR>
Measurement DB
Me : 10.04.2003 02:00 Co:
Me : 10.04.2003 03:00 Co:
Me : 10.04.2003 04:00 Co:
Me : 10.04.2003 05:00 Co:
Me : 10.04.2003 06:00 Co:
Me : 10.04.2003 07:00 Co:
Me : 10.04.2003 08:00 Co:
Me : 10.04.2003 09:00 Co:

78ug/m3 Vo:
71ug/m3 Vo:
63ug/m3 Vo:
42ug/m3 Vo:
34ug/m3 Vo:
29ug/m3 Vo:
32ug/m3 Vo:
39ug/m3 Vo:

883 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 3
800 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 1
883 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 2
883 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 3
800 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 1
883 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 2
883 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 3
800 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 1

>e100<CR>
Messages:
09.04.2003 15:55 -----Power On---09.04.2003 15:58 -----Power On---09.04.2003 15:58 -----Power On---09.04.2003 15:58 -----Power On---09.04.2003 15:58 -----Power On---09.04.2003 19:08 User Stop
09.04.2003 20:30 -----Power On--->e3<CR>
Messages:
09.04.2003 15:58 -----Power On---09.04.2003 19:08 User Stop
09.04.2003 20:30 -----Power On---><CR>
Meassure:
10.04.2003 09:00 Ma: 60ug Co: 39ug/m3 Vo: 800 Litre Er: 0 Sc: 1
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6.7. Heavy metal sampling (option)
This option consists of a cover foil holder and a filter tape printer. This option is important and
necessary for a later analysis of the dust compound.
The cover foil will be rolled parallel on the filter tape during the transport and covers the
sampled dust spots.
The filter tape printer is necessary for inscription of a dust spot on the filter tape after the
sampling time and the measuring cycle. The filter spot will be definitely marked by the date
and time at the beginning of the sampling cycle, date and time at the end of the sampling
cycle and the mass absolutely sampled during this sampling time (dust spot parameters).
A cable connection has to be between the main PC-board BF701LP10 and the control board
BA-170 for the micro dot printer. The connecting pins on both ends of the cable are as follows:
Name

Connecting
pins on the
F701 No10

Connecting pins on the control board
BA-170III (modified screw clamp
connection)

5 V power supply

X24:1

AB 10 (2)

Serial signal (TxD), 5V voltage level

X24:2

B 8 (3)

0V power supply

X24:3

AB 11, 12 (1)

After the installation of the control board BA-170 and the micro dot printer including the connecting cables between main PC-board BF701LP10/control board BA-170 and control board
BA-170/micro dot printer, the instrument is ready for function. Any activation / deactivation or
parameterizing is not necessary.
The tape printer prints date and time at the beginning of the sampling cycle, date and time at
the end of the sampling cycle and the mass absolutely (sampled during this sampling time)
on the filter tape near by the dust spot.
Because the tape printer is not directly located at the sampling positions on the filter tape, the
dust spot parameters will be stored for these spots are between printer and filter adapter.
During a filter transport (forward) the dust spots will be marked time delayed by the tape
printer. Because the spot parameters will be stored, additional filter transport procedures are
not necessary.
The print is located directly below the dust spot.
Examples:
The dust spot is a result of a sampling cycle on 1.09.03 (date) between 13:00 (begin of sampling time) and 17:53 (end of sampling
time). The calculated mass abs. is 54 µg.

11.09.03

13:00

54 µg
11.09.03

17:53
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Test print during forward feed of the filter tape by pressing the key
with the symbol for “forward”

11.09.03

13:12

----- TEST ----Asterisk before and behind the print of the dust mass occurs if
maybe the print is not correct regarding an error is on or the user
has done some operation during the measuring cycle.
Effects:
11.09.04
****

13:00

54 µg ****

11.09.03

17:53

-

Print position can be not correct.
The printed mass or time at the end of the sampling cycle
can be faulty.

Causes:
Error Filtercrack
User activities: Filter adapter open/close, filter tape backward, check cycle with reference foil, user stop
No power supply
With the information in the intermediate data base for measuring
values and messages, errors can be partially manual corrected or
the weight of the dust spots calculated.
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6.8. F-701-20-software update
How to do a software update at the F701-20 CPU:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Read or download the Memory of the F701-20, because the update will destroy
the whole memory data!!
On the PC there should be installed the Software “FlashTools98” (see “Phytec Spectrum-CD”)
Connect the PC-Com Port with the Plug X25 of the electronic of the F701. X25:3 ->
TxD, X25:5 -> RxD, X25:9 -> GND. If you use a cable like the cable of the printer port
(inside of the F701) you can connect it directly to a PC. You have to use only a female plug instead of mal plug (9-pol-SUB-D) (Cable see on the rear).
Switch the F701 off, set the jumper J2 (see point “15.1Main PC-board BF701LP10”).
Switch F701 ON. Now the bootstrap program of the electronic is running.
Run Program “FlashTools98” on PC.
Click on icon connect bottom (have a look at the port: COM1: or COM2:)
Select the sheet “bank utilities”
Select in window “erase bank” the bank#1 and hit bottom “erase bank”. Now the bank
1 will be erased and is ready for download the new software.
Select the sheet “File Download”
Click on icon “File Open” and select the file with the new software e.g. “F701.hex”.
Click on icon “Download”. The download takes about 20 sec. Download status see on
the display.
Now the download is finished, remove Jumper J2, switch power OFF/ON. You can
check the software version in the service menu on the F701 display “SW 1.01”

Cable between CPU (F701 No10 X25:) and your notebook:
X25:

your notebook 9-pol D-Sub

10 9 ->

5

8

7

6

5 ->

3

4

3 ->

2

2

1
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O: Messung O-Rate / Measuring O-Rate
M: Messung M-Rate / Measuring M-Rate
S: Probenentnahme / Sampling

Zyklusende
End of Cycle

Meßzeit
Measuring Time

Nullkontrolle
Zero Control

nach Betätigung der START-Taste
after START-key pressed

Betrieb
Operation

1. Meßzyklus
1. Cycle

nach Einschaltprüfung
after Power-ON-Check

Nullsignal /
Zero Signal

Nullpunktkontrolle
Zero Control

Gerät ein
SystemON

Statussignale
Status Signals

S

Filterfleck 1 / Filter Tape Spot 1

O

S

Filterbandtransport vor
Filter Tape Transport forward

1. Meßzyklus
1. Cycle

Filterfleck 2 / Filter Tape Spot 2

O

Nullpunktkontrolle
Zero Control
Meßwert /
Measured Value

M

bei Einfachbelegung des Filterflecks (VR= 1)
single spot measurement (VR= 1)

Meßwertausgabe
(Display, mA, Drucker)
Measured Value Output
(Display, mA, Printer)

Display

Einschalten
Power ON

Time Diagram

Zeitabläufe

Nullpunktkontrolle
Zero Control

Filterfleck 3 / Filter Tape Spot 3

...

Filterbandtransport zurück
Filter Tape Transport backwards

Meßwert /
Measured Value

M

Zeit / Time
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7. Measurement Value Outputs / Time Lapse / Diagrams

7.1. Time Lapse of a Single Filter Sampling

Fig. 9: Time Lapse for a Multiple Filter Sampling
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O: Messung O-Rate / Measuring O-Rate
M: Messung M-Rate / Measuring M-Rate
S: Probenentnahme / Sampling

Zyklusende
End of Cycle

Meßzeit
Measuring Time

Nullkontrolle
Zero Control

nach Betätigung der START-Taste
after START-key pressed

Betrieb
Operation

1. Meßzyklus
1. Cycle

nach Einschaltprüfung
after Power-ON-Check

Nullsignal / Zero Signal

Nullpunktkontrolle
Zero Control

Gerät ein
SystemON

Statussignale
Status Signals

S

Filterfleck 1 / Filter Tape Spot 1

O

2. Meßzyklus
2. Cycle

S

Filterbandtransport vor
Filter Tape Transport forward

Meßwert /
Measured Value

M

bei Mehrfachbelegung des Filterflecks (z.B. VR= 3)
several cycles on one filter tape spot (e.g. VR= 3)

Meßwertausgabe
(Display, mA, Drucker)
Measured Value Output
(Display, mA, Printer)

Display

Einschalten
Power ON

Time Diagram

Zeitabläufe

f701-08-001

3. Meßzyklus
3. Cycle

S

Filterbandtransport zurück
Filter Tape Transport backwards

Meßwert /
Measured Value

M

Zeit / Time

Meßwert +
Filterbanddrucker
Measured Value +
Filter Tape Printer

M
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7.2. Time Lapse of a Multiple Filter Sampling

Fig. 10:

Time Lapse Using „Remote Start“
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Zyklusende
End of Cycle

Meßzeit
Measuring Time

Nullkontrolle
Zero Control

Statussignale
Status Signals

Digitaleingang IN2
Digital Input IN2
(Remote Start)

Spannungsversorgung
Power Supply

Time Diagram

Zeitabläufe

Warten
Stand-by

O

S

Betriebsart "Autostart", Jumper JN2 offen, Kontakt JN2 für "Remote Start"
"Autostart"-Mode, Jumper JN2 open, Contact JN2 used for "Remote-Start"

M

Warten
Stand-by

O

S
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7.3. Time Lapse using „Remote Start“
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8. The GESYTEC protocol for real time transfer of numerical data
8.1. Setting the Parameters F701
The relevant parameter for the Gesytec protocol are:
Menu Item

Function

Parameter/Start

Setting the start condi- Start of a measurement cycle will be done
tions
by a Gesytec Start command

Interface/ Gesytec

Enable Gesytec

Set parameter to enable the Gesytec
communication

Interface/ Gesytec No. Address of the measuring
instrument
Interface/ RS232

Specify the communica- 1200 baud, 2400 baud … 9600 baud,
tion setting: baud rate
19200 baud

Interface/ Parity

Specify the communica- Possible settings are: 8 bit no parity, 7 bit
tion setting: data bits and even parity, 7 bit odd parity
parity

8.2. Basic requirement
The F701 is equipped with a RS232 serial port D-SUB 9 (male) . For the communication only
the pins 3 (TxD), 2 (RxD) and 5 (GND) are used. The potential ground is separated from the
system ground but tide together with the ground of the RS232 serial printer port. No hardware (CTS/RTS) or software (XON/OFF) handshake is used.
The settings of the RS232 are selectable: 1200 up to 19200 baud / 8N1, 7E1 or 7O1

8.3. Message types and format details
Request for data from a PC (master) to F701 (slave)
Response depends not to the address of the measuring instrument (parameter: “gesystec
no”)
Index- Start End Data format
no.
byte byte

Index description

1

0

0

<STX>

Start of text

2

1

2

DA

Protocol identification

3

3

3

<ETX>

End of text

4

4

4

<BBC1>

upper nibble of BCC

5

5

5

<BBC2>

lower nibble of BCC
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Request for data from a PC (master) to F701 (slave)
Response depends to the address of the measuring instrument (parameter: “gesystec no”)
Index- Start End Data format
no.
byte byte

Index description

1

0

0

<STX>

Start of text

2

1

2

DA

Protocol identification

3

3

5

nnn

Address of the measuring instrument

4

6

6

<ETX>

End of text

5

7

7

<BBC1>

upper nibble of BCC

6

8

8

<BBC2>

lower nibble of BCC

Transmission of data from the F701 (slave) to a PC (master)
Index- Start End Data format
no.
byte byte

Index description

1

0

0

<STX>

Start of text

2

1

2

MD

Protocol identification

3

3

5

nn#

Number of instruments of the measuring system

4

6

9

nnn#

Address of the measuring instrument (instrument address,1-255), programmable on the instrument

5

10

18

±nnnn±ee#

Concentration (nnnn in microgramms )
e.g. “+0047+03 “ for “47µg/m3”

6

19

21

hh#

Function status

7

22

24

hh#

Error status

8

25

35

hhh#hhhhhh# Instrument type-Nr., rest not used

9

36

36

<ETX>

End of text

10

37

37

<BBC1>

upper nibble of BCC

11

38

38

<BBC2>

lower nibble of BCC
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Allocation for function- and error status messages
Function status

Description

Bit 0

1 - standby, 0 - measuring, zero- reference or foil check

Bit 1

Foil check

Bit 2

Zero check

Bit 3

Reference check

Bit 4
Bit 5
Bit 6
Bit 7

Dust concentration measurement

Error status

Description

Bit 0

Volume flow error

Bit 1

Vacuum error

Bit 2
Bit 3
Bit 4
Bit 5

Change the battery

Bit 6

Filter crack error

Bit 7
Time relationship between the measuring value and the status/error messages:
The status bits 1,2,3 and 7 defined the kind of the measuring value. The error status bits 0
and 1 defined the errors during the measuring.
Status bit 0 defined whether the systems is actual busy or standby.
If Error Status bit 5 or 6 are TRUE the error is actual active.
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Transmission of Parameter from a PC (master) to the F701 (slave)
Index- Start End Data format
no.
byte byte

Index description

1

0

0

<STX>

Start of text

2

1

2

ST

Protocol identification

3

3

6

nnn#

Identification of the measuring instrument (instrument
address, last three numbers of S/N for example), programmable on the instrument

4

7

7

A

Starts the measuring cycle defined by the transmission
control character, one character (mnemonic)

5

8

8

<ETX>

End of text

6

9

9

<BBC1>

upper nibble of BCC

7

10

10

<BBC2>

lower nibble of BCC

Transmission control (A =)
M

Dust measurement cycle

K

Reference check (TB-CAL.)

N

Zero check

S

Stop measurement cycle

The ST-command is only carried out in standby status. To detect the standby status see
functions status of the data (requested by DA-command). To stop a actual measurement
cycle use the transmission control command “S”.

8.4. Getting starting
A function test of the Gesytec protocol can be easy done by a terminal program like “HyperTerminal”. In this case you can substitute the 3 ending characters (<ETX>, <BCC1> and
<BCC2>) by a <CR>.
Try at first the easiest request: <STX>DA<CR>. Remember <STX> can be made by simultaneous hit of <ctrl> and b.
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8.5. Examples
Data request
Master → Slave (request “DA”)
Index

1

2

3

Format

<STX>

DA

<ETX> <BBC1> <BBC2>

4

5
Request from master

Slave → Master (transmission “MD”)
Index

1

2

3

Format

<STX>

MD

nn# nnn# ±nnnn±ee# hh#

Instr.no..

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

hh#

hhh# <ETX> <BBC1> <BBC2>

one instrument

01

Address
F701

Answer from slave

1-255

070

Concentr.

+0057+03

57µg/m

3

Function

00

Measuring( dust, zero,
refernce or foil check)

Function

01

standby

Function

02 or
03

Foil check.result

Function

04 /05

Zero check.result

Function

08 /09

TB-CAL. .result

Function

80 /81

dust concentr.result

03 during standby

Error

01

Flow error

Error

02

Vac. error

Error

20

Battery

Error

40

F.crack error

Instr.Type

F-701

701

Data transmission
Master → Slave (transmission “ST”)
Index

1

2

3

4

5

Format

<STX>

ST

nnn#

A

<ETX> <BBC1> <BBC2>

Address F701

6

7
Transmission from master
1-255

255

Transm.Control

M

Dust measurement cycle

Transm.Control

K

Reference check

Transm.Control

N

Zero check

Transm.Control

S

Breaking off the measuring, forces
F701-20 to stand by
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9. Analysis of Measurement Errors/ Setting the Cycle Times
The F701-20 Dust Monitor has an accuracy of ±10µg for the absolute dust mass on a filter
segment. The accuracy of the dust concentration measurement is dependent on the gas volume used. To achieve a high level resolution for a small dust concentration, a large gas volume should be used. This can be attained by extending the vacuum period and the cycle
time. The procedures for setting the cycle time are as follows:
1. The expected average dust concentration should be estimated. For example, assume a
dust concentration of 100 µg/m³.
2. The F 701-20 Dust Monitor operates optimally with min. 0,3 mg (absolute mass) of dust.
Dividing 0,3 mg absolute mass by a dust concentration of 100 µg/m³ gives a volume of 3
m³. The F701 has a suction capacity of 1 m³/h, so the vacuum procedure should be 3
hours long. The cycle time should then be the 3 hours of vacuum as well as 300 seconds
for the zero point measurement and 300 seconds for measurement. Since both these
measurement times are extremely small compared to the overall length of this cycle, setting the overall cycle time for 3 hours is probably sufficient.
3. If a flexible evaluation system is available, the dust collection period can also allow dust to
be collected on several different filter segments. The computer can be triggered by the
“Zero point calibration” status signal. For example, a 3-hour dust collection period could
be conducted by covering the same filter segment during three 1-hour cycles. The advantage of such a procedure is that multiple intermediate values can be measured, which will
give the same accuracy over the entire time period. This is especially beneficial in increasing the dynamic range of the system.
4. The accuracy of the dust concentration measurement can be calculated from the following
formula:

∆c = ± 10µg / Q
where ∆c
Q

Margin of error for the dust concentration measurement
Total collected gas volume
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Maintenance

The unit should be checked and maintained at regular intervals. This especially includes
these parts: filter adapter, transport roll, pump, hoses and sample inlet.
The filter band should also be changed as needed.

10.1. Maintenance of the device
The following points in the display should be checked:

Check:

Desired value:

See Menu:

Filter temperature

Same as entered

6.3.4. Parameter Menu

Volume flow

1000 Liter/h ±50 Liter

6.3.1. Measuring Mode

Counter rate

Between about 30000 - 6.3.1. Measuring Mode,
65000 counts/min.
(Additional information)

The filter adapter should be cleaned at least every 6 months. The upper portion of the filter
adapter should be carefully removed. With a dry cloth, carefully clean the interior.
Warning: make sure not to damage the film on the Geiger counter.

Fig. 11:

Upper portion of the filter adapter (from below)
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The Beta emitter should be carefully cleaned with a dry cloth. Check the thin metallic foil on it
not to be damaged.

Fig. 12:

Lower portion of the filter adapter

Check the transport roll for soiling, especially at the edges, and clean if needed.

Fig. 13:

Transport roll

The pump should be checked annually. The seals, filters (both internal and external), blades
etc. should be changed as stated in the maintenance guidelines for the pump itself. See
“15.6. Specification for sample gas pump” for details.
Check the hoses inside for soiling and clean or replace if needed.
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If the optional printer is installed, check the ribbon cartridge an replace if needed.
If the optional heavy metal sampling is installed, replace the tape if needed.

10.2. Maintenance of the sample inlet
The sample inlet should be maintained, cleaned and greased regularly according to
EN12341 (appendix B) and US-EPA maintenance instructions.

10.3. Instruction for Changing a Filter Roll

Opening the supply filter reel:
Remove the front part of the supply filter reel by turning it while holding the back part.
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in maintenance menu.

Lift the pad roll and lock it in the intended hole in the panel
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Opening the uptake filter reel: Remove the front part of the uptake filter reel by turning the
center part while holding the back part. Then the rest of the tape can be removed. Keep the
empty cardboard roll and move it to the uptake reel.

Place on the new filter roll in the shown direction.
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Push the tape through the filter adapter.

Lead the tape by the transport roll.
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Fix the Tape on the cardboard roll with an adhesive tape

Turn the uptake reel 2 to 3 times to the left to fix the tape some more
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Release the pad roll onto the transport roll, so the tape is pressed on the roll.

Fix the front part of the uptake reel by turning it while holding the back part.
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Fix the front part of the supply reel by turning the front part while holding the back part

Close the adapter by key

in maintenance menu.
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Error Messages/Troubleshooting

The unit can detect the following errors:
Error type

Cause/Symptom

Corrective Measures

Volume error

The volume flow is
outside the 950-1050
liter/hour range. This
error must be detected
for at least 30 seconds
to generate this error
message.

1. Test the pump function
2. Check that all tubes are tightly sealed and
without leaks.
3. Check if any of the tubes are blocked.
4. Check the function of the flow monitor and
regulator (block the gas suction tube and
see if the display values change).
5. Check the regulator valves (block the gas
suction tube and see if the motor valve alters its activity – if necessary, remove the lid
of the motor valve)

Torn filter

The counter rate has Insert new filter paper in the unit. Begin measexceeded
2300 urements.
pulses/second
(the
filter paper is no longer
absorbing
radiation
intensity)

Measurement The measurements lie Change the measurement range limits
range error
outside
the
programmed
measurement range
Vacuum error

The vacuum switch is
detecting a vacuum of
more than -0.4 bar,
relative after the filter
adapter

General error

One or more of the
above errors has occurred

This usually occurs only on filters with high
levels of dust accumulation. It may be necessary to decrease the cycle time. (Check to see
if the measured absolute mass lies near the
optimal quantity of 0,3 mg)
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Instruments and Spare Parts

Pos. Artikel-Nr. /Part Beschreibung/Description
No.
1

F-701/TSP

Ambient Air Dust Analyzer for TSP incl. Monitor (7), TSP-inlet (10),
2m Sample line (8,9,)

2

F-701/PM10UST

Ambient Air Dust Analyzer for PM10 incl. Monitor (7), PM-10-inlet
(US-EPA)(11), 2 m Sample Line (8,9)

3

F-701/PM10EU

Ambient Air Dust Analyzer for PM10 incl. Monitor (7), PM-10-Inlet
(European-Standard)(12), 2 m Sample Line (8,9)

4

F-701/PM2.5UST

Ambient Air Dust Analyzer for PM2.5 incl. Monitor (7), PM-2.5-Inlet
(US-EPA)(13), 2 m Sample Line (8,9)

5

F-701/PM2.5EU

Ambient Air Dust Analyzer for PM2.5 incl. Monitor (7), PM-2.5-Inlet
(European-Standard)(14), 2 m Sample Line (8,9)

6

F-701/EG

Exhaust Gas Dust Analyzer for non-condensing exhaust gases incl.
Monitor (7), Exhaust Gas Probe (17), 5m Sample Line

7

F-701

Basic Monitor for Ambient Air or exhaust Gas (non-condensing) incl.
instrument and standard accessories (26)

8

F-701/ST1

Sample Inlet Tube, first meter

9

F-701/STF

Sample Inlet Tube, following meter (max. 4m total)

10

F-701/lnT

TSP-Inlet acc. VDI 2463

11

F-701/ ln10UST PM-10 Inlet acc. US-EPA

12

F-701/ln10EU

PM-10 Inlet acc. European-Standard EN12341

13

F-701/
ln2.5UST

PM-2.5 Inlet acc. US-EPA

14

F-701/ln2.5EU

PM-2.5 Inlet acc. European-Standard EN12341

15

F-701/STHT

Heater for Sample Inlet Tube, 1m

16

F-701/STRI

Roof Insert for Sample Inlet Tube

17

F-701/SPEG

Sample Probe for non-condensing exhaust gas

18

F-701/RF

Reference Foil for control of reproducibility

19

F-701/HMS

Accessories for Heavy Metal Sampling, incl. cover foil holder, cover
foil, filter tape printer

21

F-701/110

110V, 60Hz. power supply

22

F-701/OC

Outdoor Cabinet, incl. air conditioner

23

F-701/CK

Consumables Kit for one year of operation

24

F-701230/SK

Spare Parts Kit of suggested parts (230V, 50Hz)

25

F-701115/SK

Spare Part Kit of suggested parts (115V, 60Hz)

26

F-701/Acc.

Standard Accessories: 1 roll Filter tape (45m), 1 power cable, 1 each
connector incl. housing for 9 and 50 pins
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F-701, Consumables and Spare Parts
Part

Part-Nr.

Used in
CK

SK

Glass-Fiber Tape, 30 m, low heavy metal 703-227030
content
Glass-Fiber Tape, 45 m, low heavy metal 703-227045
content

Estimated
annual use
12...25

20

8...20

Cover Foil, 30 m (option)

703-111030

12...25

Cover Foil, 45 m (option)

703-111045

8...20

Ribbon (internal/external printer), 3 per box 904-0180
(option)
Maintenance kit for Sample Gas Pump, con- 701-PP-KT-20
sists of:

3
1

1

1

1

• 4x Carbon Blade (3)
• 1x Filter cartridge (5)
• 1x Sealing ring (6)
• 1x Sealing disc (7)
Internal tubing set

701-0358-20

Reference Foil (external) 4.0

701-RF040

Geiger-Müller-Countertube w/ housing

703-000GMK

1

GMZ Preamp/Power supply board

703-SM5700

1

GMZ Preamp/Power supply board/Housing

703-010615-20

C-14 Source

701-000C14

Filter Holder complete, w/o detector & source 701-581937-20
Filter Holder, sample gas inlet complete

701-581100-20

Filter Holder, solenoid mechanism

703-701242-20

Filter Holder, DC drive motor, 22V

701-ESCAP-20

Filter Holder, heater cartridge

904-0158

Filter Holder, Pt100

701-00005-20

Front Panel, Display with Touchpanel

701-2407CTP-20

Pushbutton switch, main power

701-115108152-20

Sample Tube Heater, Pt100 (option)

701-00621-20

1

Sample Tube Heater, heat tape 230V (option) 703-HBST230-20
Sample Tube Heater, heat tape 110V (option) 703-HBST110-20
Sample Inlet, Pt100 (option)

701-00616-20
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Tape Printer complete (option)

703-150160

Tape Printer, printer mechanism (option)

703-160160

Tape Printer, PC-board (option)

703-000160

Tape Transport Mechanism, Roll complete

703-137081

Tape Transport Mechanism, Stepping motor, 904-0027UFB2
type SAIA

1

Tape Transport Pad Roll Support complete

703-033702

Tape Transport Pad Roll Support, Spring

703-543470

Tape Reel, Motor variodrive, 24V

701-93754-20

2

Tape Reel, variotronik

701-93724-20

2

Main PC-Board, BF701LP10

701-LP10-20

Distribution Board, BF701LP20

701-LP20-20

Airflow-Sensor 1m3/h, complete

701-9026-20

Sample Gas Pump complete, 230V 50/60Hz

701-1025130110-20

Sample Gas Pump complete, 115V 50/60Hz

701-1025130111-20

Outlet Filter complete with insert incl. O-ring

701-CSS04-20

Outlet Filter insert incl. O-ring

701-W04-20

Power Supply Modul

701-108909-20

Power distribution board BF701LPA4

701-A4

Consumable Kit

F-701/CK

Spare Parts Kit (230V, 50Hz)

F-701230/SK

x

Spare Parts Kit (115V, 60Hz)

F-701115/SK

x

2

x

(for completion of “CK” and “SK” regarding
type and options of devices see last column!)
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Warranty

Prior to shipment any VEREWA instrument is thoroughly inspected, tested, and calibrated to
ensure a safe and accurate automatic or manual operation.
The F-701-20 is warranted for 12 months (1 year) after shipment. In the event of a failure,
VEREWA assures it's customers that prompt service and support will be available.
All VEREWA warranty is based on the newest edition of the „General Conditions of Supply
and Delivery for Products and Services of the Electrical Industry (ZVEI)“. If required, we can
provide the complete text.

Excluded from the warranty are all Consumables (see
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12.
Instruments and Spare Parts for a complete list). Warranty is waived, if the required
maintenance is not carried out and documented (see Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht
gefunden werden. for the schedule). Warranty is limited to VEREWA’s F-701 and does not
cover any other losses such as data loss or it's effects, or any other subsequent losses.
VEREWA's warranty covers all material and labor, if the instrument is returned either to
VEREWA or to the nearest designated Service Center, freight pre-paid. Please ensure using
the original packaging. When the instrument will be returned, freight has to be paid by the
customer.
On-site repair during warranty is available according to the local distributor’s scheme. If
VEREWA personnel is required on-site for warranty repair, the actual cost for travel and accommodation will be charged.
Optional equipment or instruments provided with the F-701-20, but not manufactured by
VEREWA, are warranted or repaired to the extent and according to the current terms and
conditions of the respective original manufacturer’s warranty.
If modules in the F-701-20, marked as „Only to be opened and/or modified by the manufacturer“ will be opened or modified, the warranty automatically expires. The warranty also expires, if the F-701-20 has been subject to abnormal use. „Abnormal Use“ for the purpose of
this warranty is defined as any use to which the instrument is exposed other than the specified or intended as evidenced by purchase or written sales representation. Other than the
above, no other warranty, expressed or implied, shall apply to any and all such equipment
furnished and sold by VEREWA.
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Technical Specifications

Ranges

selectable between 0-0,1 and 0-10 mg/m³

Lower Detectable Limit

<0.001 mg/m³

Total Accuracy

<±2% F.S.

Zero Drift (Temperature)

<1% / 10°C (18°F)

Span Drift (Temperature)

<1% / 10°C (18°F)

Zero Drift

automatic zero correction

Voltage Coefficient

<2% / 10% change in voltage

MTBF

>95 % availability

Startup Time

10 min

Maintenance-free Operation

>1 year (w/o filter tape)

Power Supply

230 V / 50 Hz, 110 V / 60 Hz, +10% / 15%

Required Power

app. 0.4 kVA

Temperature Range

0°C to +50°C (14 to 122°F)

Signal Output

4 - 20 mA, 2x RS-232, Device Interface,
Gesytec protocol (Bayern/Hessen)

Measure database

1023 Sets

Message/error database

1023 Sets

Source

C-14-Flat Top Source, totally enclosed
Half Lifetime 5.730 years Total Activity
<450 kBq (<12.5 mCi)

Detector

Geiger-Müller-Counter-Tube

Filter Material

Glass-Fiber-Filter 99.95%>0.3mm

Filter Adapter

20°C to 70°C (68°F to 158°F), temperature controlled (preconditioning of
tape) user adjustable

Filter Spot Area

0.79cm² (0.12 in²)

Filter Advance per Spot

36 mm (1.4 “ )

Filter Tape Length

30 m, 45 m (98 ft, 148 ft)

Sample Flow Rate

1000 l/h , Flow controlled

Accuracy Sample Flow Rate

< ±5%

Sample Flow Correction Tem- Yes, Optional: Automatic correction by
perature
measuring the temperature
Sample Flow Correction absolute pressure

Yes, Optional: Automatic correction by
measuring the pressure

Cycle Time

user-selectable, between 30 minutes and
24 h

F/B Operation (Forward/Backward)

max. 8 cycles (24 h average @ 3 h cycle
time)

Dimensions (H x W x D)

320 x 450 x 500 mm (12.6 x 19 x19.7“ )
19 “ rack-mount/benchmount

Weight

26 kg (57 lbs)
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Color

RAL 7032 (grey)

Sampling System

acc. VDI 2463, pg. 8; (TSP); PM-10 or
PM-2.5 inlet (US-EPA, EN 12341)

Sample Tube Heater

Heater Coil with Controller

Pump

Built-in Disc Vacuum Pump, 1m³/h
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Service documents

15.1. Main PC-board BF701LP10
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15.2. Distribution Board BF701LP20
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15.3. Distribution and switch board for peripheral components A4
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15.4. GMT preamplifier PCB
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15.5. Air Flow Sensor
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15.6. Specification for sample gas pump
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15.7. Specification for control valve of sample gas pump
Type

: 2-way- motorized valve

Connection

: G 1/2

Operating pressure

: - 0,9 up to 10 bar

Standard voltage

: 24 V DC

Actuation

: DC motor
Operating time through 90°: 10 – 14 s
Cutoff at limit provided by micro switches
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15.8. Specification for pressure switch
Type

: VH 0880100

Measuring range

: - 1 ... 0 bar

Maximum voltage

: 250 VAC

Maximum power consumption

: 400 VA

Maximum pressure

: 80 bar

Maximum current

:3A

Maximum temperature

: 80 °C
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15.9. Specification for heating tape for sample probe (option)
Heating tape

: Type HBST
Length 1,0 m
Standard voltage 230 V AC or 110 V AC
Standard power consumption 50 W or 45 W

Electromechanical power control

: Type HLM for 230 V AC or 110 V AC
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